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Figure 1. Nicarbazin.
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 In-life experiment
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2.2 Hatchability and reproduction rate
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Figure 2. In-life study design.
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2.3 Feed preparation and analysis
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2.4 Blood and egg analyses
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Figure 3. Mean plasma and egg DNC residues.
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Figure 4. Nominal nicarbazin diet concentrations versus relative (to
control) egg production, hatchability and reproduction rate during hatch 2
(treatment day 7 to post-treatment day 5).
Figure 5. Reproductive rate (relative to control) versus mean egg and
mean plasma DNC residues.
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Figure 6. Mean plasma DNC residues versus mean egg DNC residues for
treatment day 6 to post-treatment day 2.
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